
Dear Sir/Madam, 

 
I would like to suggest that the OJD vaccine be treated as any other vaccine or animal health product 

available for sheep producers nation wide.  Being that, if a producer deems it necessary to vaccinate 
his/her sheep for OJD they can and so declare it when they sell their sheep thus leaving it up to the 

buyer as to whether he/she believes non-vaccinated sheep may pose a problem.  There is enough 

evidence to suggest that the prevalence of this disease ultimately comes down to the management of 
an individuals property, most notably stocking rates and other sheep husbandry practices such as 

worm control.   
 

From an industry point of view, the Australian sheep industry must be a 'laughing stock' to other 
agricultural industries in Australia and abroad.  Decades have past and this so called 'OJD problem' 

still hasn't been resolved.  Please correct me if I'm wrong but other countries that have found 

evidence of this disease have recognised it's insignificance compared to other diseases and have 
taken far less time to resolve any problems they thought it may pose.   

 
All ideas of trying to contain, prevent spreading and survey the prevalence of  this disease, I suggest, 

need to be scrapped immediately.  The system to date has failed and any ammendments such as a 

bio-security plan for individual properties or regions will also fail. Mishandling of this disease has cost 
producers in control or protected zones an immeasurable amount of money and hardship to date, and 

how foolish our policy makers have been in the past.  When they thought that this disease could be 
contained by drawing a line on a map and asking producers on one side to vaccinate and warn 

producers on the other side not to buy from a control zone or they will lose a 2 or 4 point ABC 
status.  

 

I ask that policy makers and industry leaders from all states put their 'ego's' aside and recognise the 
insignificance of this disease and please forget about it.  Maybe those at the top of this OJD debacle 

could consider focussing their energy on creating incentives that encourage young people into a 'life 
on the land', not wasting producer and tax payer money on such a fascicle issue. 

   

 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Andrew Coleman. 

'Cobbundi' 
Narromine 

 
0417 393 530. 

 


